Secure Code Marking in Internet Protocol Header to Mitigate Distributed Denial of Service Attacks in Wireless Sensor Network
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Abstract: Wireless sensors are manufactured with small energy efficient microcontrollers to enhance their battery life. The small microcontrollers are equipped with smaller memory for embedded Operating System and smaller random access memory, which hinders them from installing effective and heavy security solutions. Taking this problem into account, we have proposed a new security model for wireless sensors, which equips less memory and does not affect their battery life. The proposed model is using distributed secure code marking examination in the IP packet header on all individual Wireless Sensor Nodes to mitigate the Distributed Denial Of Service (DDoS) attack by block the traffic coming from the compromised sources within the network or outside of the network. The new technique has been proved effective as it adds less amount of computational load on the host WSN node and lowers the delay caused by the DDoS attack mitigation computations on each packet received. The proposed model scan the ingress traffic and mitigate the DDoS attack by matching the secure code markings on the IP packet headers.
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1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Network merges several sensor nodes to form a network. WSN is deployed in abundant amount to sense and monitor the physical world. Sensor Network is generated in such a way that it provides real time information & analysis of low level data in hostile environment. The sensor nodes communicate with each other in the absence of physical network via radio signal. The wireless networks work as transmission media among several devices. Wireless Sensor Network devices are self governed. The nodes of wireless network are composed of finite memory, sensor, a radio transceiver & sufficient power source such as battery. WSN is a special type of ad-hoc network.

The communication or information provided by WSN is expected to have data integrity, the data which is transfer by the sender is not temper or modified on the path from sender to receiver. In the wireless network time synchronization is expected such that there is absence of delay in packets when it is transfer between two nodes.

Confidential information is anticipated in wireless network it denotes particular information must be prevented from entrusted third party[1]. The nodes of wireless sensor network is deployed in adversarial environment so it is vulnerable to attacks. WSN are endangered to security attack owing to broadcast nature of transmission medium [2].

Attack on WSN can be occurring in numerous methods. WSN is prone to privacy attacks which are acquiescent in character[3]. The most familiar privacy attacks on sensor nodes is Monitor & Eavesdropping in this attack the opponent could easily find the information content by snooping the information. Traffic analysis is father type of privacy attack in this type of attack even though the encrypted information is transfer by the sender apart from this the sensor conditioning can disclose enough communication content to intruders[4]. In Camouflage Adversaries attack the opponent can affix their own node in existing wireless network [5].

Security of WSN is the most prominent issue. The Security attacks which happen on wireless network are of distinct kinds. False routing Information is a Routing Attacks in Sensor Networks the hacker change the routing data of routing protocols through malicious code. Wireless network is also threatened by Sybil Attacks through this attack a delicacy of single node is created & represents its multiple identities to other nodes in wireless network[6]. Wormhole attack the adversary retain information from one location in the network transmit into another location & then again retransmit into the network[7]. Selective Forwarding is an active attack in this kind of attack the hackers attacks the particular node & infect with the malicious information the infectious node act like a normal node in network this node does not forward the packets or data to next node it just which make them act like a failed node.

Our main focus is on DDoS (Distributed Denial Of Service). DDoS is a DOS (Denial Of Service) attack utilizing multiple distributed opponent.DOS attack is an assay to make an entire network unavailable to legitimate users. It is essential to understand difference between Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. In a DoS attack, one host and one internet connection is used to transfer floods of packets to server, with the aim of overloading the targeted server’s bandwidth and resources. In DDoS attack numerous devices and multitudinous internet connected is utilized, often categorize globally which is referred as a botnet. Botnet is comprises of bots,
slaves and is controlled by the master hacker. IRC (Internet Relay Chart) a command & control server is used by attacker to provide instruction to bots. In this paper we discuss how DDoS attack the wireless sensor network & the techniques to avoid the DDoS attack.

2. Literature Review

Marco Tiloca et. al. proposed industrial applications and factory automation for Wireless Sensor Networks[8]. The authors have worked closer to TDMA based WSNs. They have proposed an algorithm named SAD-SJ for the protection against DDoS attack on networks. Md. Monzur Morshed et. Al. proposed Cluster Based Secure Routing Protocol (CBSRP) is a MANET routing protocol with ensurty of secure key management and secure communication taking place between mobile nodes[9]. They have used digital signature and hashing technique to facilitate the secure communications. Seuwou. P. et. al. have proposed Effective Security as an ill-defined problem in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) [10]. They have worked upon vanet security to protect against various attacks. Qian.yi et.al. have worked on the performance evaluation of a secure MAC Protocol for vehicular network[11]. They have proposed an quality of service (call priority) based MAC protocol to enhance the security of the VANETs. Javed.M.A. et. al. have developed a Geo-casting technique in an IEEE802.11p based vehicular Ad hoc network for road traffic management[12]. A location aware packet transmission based technique is used to protect against various VANET security issues. Hung c.c.et.al. proposed Mobility Pattern Aware Routing for Heterogeneous Vehicular Networks[13]. According to this paper traditional ad hoc routing protocols are not well suited for these high dynamic network. In this paper they propose a new Heterogeneous Vehicular Network (HVN) architecture and a mobility pattern aware routing for HVN.Dias .A.J. et.al. have created a Test bed environment based Performance Evaluation of Routing Protocols for Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networks[14].

3. Proposed Model

The aim of this research project is to develop an effective and new method to protect against the selective jamming attacks (a form of distributed denial of service attack). A new technique is developed based on the unique code exchange in the inter-transmission topology packets to ensure the integrity of the neighbour nodes. The random unique code is sent to the neighbour nodes for the integrity insurance purposes. The integrity insurance is a technique to prevent the unauthorized nodes from communicating with the nodes in the wireless sensor network. In the base paper, the SAD-SJ technique has been used to protect against the selective jamming denial of service attacks, which has performed well in the case of denial of service attack. Denial of service attack is a form of network availability attacks. When a single node tries to compromise the availability of the network, it is called a denial of service attack. In the existing technique, authors have used a statically dynamic codes embedded in the packets. These codes are used to detect the integrity of the neighbour nodes. In case, an attacker tries to attack the WSN, the packets sent from attacker node is blocked by the WSN nodes when they detect the absence of unique code embedded in the inter-transmission packets.

We have analyzed the existing security mechanism thoroughly. We have found that the random code generation technique used in the existing paper can be generated using an algorithm and can be regenerated and used to forge the wireless network nodes and take the authorization by establishing communication link with the WSN nodes to launch the selective jamming attack. To mitigate the threat of regeneration of the secure code, we have used the time to live field as the security code. The time to live security field can’t be forged in the IP packet header, whereas, all of the other fields can be easily forged using header structure manipulation scripts. TTL codes are generally different for different operating systems. WSN nodes usually work on the embedded Linux or other simple and light embedded operating systems based on Linux. The default TTL codes for various wireless sensor node operating systems are applicable in the case of proposed algorithm. The basic idea behind our proposed model is to create a TTL table for every operating system being used for wireless sensor nodes and stored on all of the wireless sensor nodes. The network node initially requests its sensor nodes to send their TTL code and a local neighbour table based on TTL codes is formed. The TTL code is matched on each node with the code sent from the neighbour node initially, when a packet is received on it. In the case, any abnormality is found in a stream of packets, the communication with the abnormal node is blocked. For the inter-transmission topology packet marking, the variable length TTL field in the IP header is used.

The selective jamming DDoS attack uses IP flooding to make the network resources unavailable. The problem of this packet flooding is solved by a technique called Ingress Filtering. Ingress filtering is a technique, in which the wireless sensor node discards the packets with illegitimate source addresses by scanning and matching the TTL field. The legitimacy of neighbour node is checked from the time to live field in the of the IP header by matching with the neighbour table based on unique codes formed on the initial stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>TTL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Unix</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unisys</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Mainframe</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.2.x</td>
<td>Intel</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTX (UNIX)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>STRATUS</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>7507</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>2514</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIX</td>
<td>6.x</td>
<td>SG1</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free BSD</td>
<td>3.x</td>
<td>Intel</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open BSD</td>
<td>2.x</td>
<td>Intel</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solaris</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Intel / Sparc</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Default initial TTL values for Different Operating Systems
Advantages of new algorithm:
- Reduced marking overhead due to ingress filtering.
- No need of address reconstruction.
- Faster convergence.
- Usability of identification field is retained for fragmentation purposes.
- Reliable approach to identify the ingress router.

Algorithm 1: Secure Code Marking Algorithm Flow
1. Wireless sensor node Nx in a cluster taken initial stage startup
2. Nx sends own information to the neighbour nodes
3. Neighbour nodes Ny-Nz respond with their information
4. Nx sends own secure code information to neighbour node
5. Ny-Nz respond with their secure transmission to Nx
6. Nx builds and populates a secure code based neighbour table
7. All Nodes start inter-communication after building neighbour relationship and populating neighbour table
8. Nx receives packets from Ny
9. Nx examines the secure code in packets with the neighbour table build at initial neighbour relationship formation stage
10. If secure code matches, Nx authorize Ny and accept the ingress packet stream
11. If secure code does not match, Nx block Ny and reject the ingress packet stream
12. Nx receives packets from Ny-Nz
13. Nx examines the secure code in packets with the neighbour table build at initial neighbour relationship formation stage
14. If secure code matches, Nx authorize Ny-Nz and accept the ingress packet stream
15. If secure code does not match, Nx block Ny-Nz and reject the ingress packet stream
16. Denial of service attack mitigated on step 11 & 15

4. Result Analysis

The proposed algorithm has been implemented in NS-2 installed on ubuntu Linux platform on system equipped with Inter-i3 CPU/2 GB RAM/1 GB GPU/500 GB HDD. The proposed model is based on Layer 3 of ISO model to facilitate the IP network communication between the network nodes. Internet Protocol (IP) has been modified to incorporating marking using TTL field for the secure communication using authentication and authorization to differentiate between the actual neighbour node and attackers launching distributed denial of service attack. The IP protocol in the ns-2 simulation model was modified using a TCL script and some of the editing has been made to the simulator programming files written in C++ to incorporate secure code marking in it. The running model is based on the resulting scenario implemented after the recompilation and activation of the changes made to the source code. The topology size is kept limited to avoid the confusion and overload of the packet transmissions visualizations. The modified internet protocol is thoroughly tested on all of the nodes to minimize the effect of the DDoS attack on the WSN cluster. The changes have been observed in amount of delay and overhead when implemented then secure code framework in the simulation.

Figure 1: The Simulation Topology

The function of all other nodes except the traffic ingress procedure remains the same. The normal scenario simulated in NS-2 is shown in the snapshot displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 2: Graph showing delay for the marked and normal traffic.

The delay and overhead has been recorded to analyze the performance of the proposed model where the IP protocol has been modified to facilitate the secure code marking to detect the false/attacker nodes in the wireless sensor network. The network simulation after the incorporating the proposed model for secure code marking/embedding has resulted in the minimized overhead & delay as shown in the simulation results in figure2. The overhead is based on the traffic/application/service type used in the simulation, like, CBR and VBR. It also depends upon the packet size offered by the service/application/traffic used in the simulation. The graph in figure 2 shows delay and overhead comparison of the normal and secure marked traffic. This shows the efficiency of this technique.
It has been observed from the results that the throughput and network load is higher under the simulation scenario implemented with proposed scheme rather than the existing scheme. The network load is the parameter of total load in the network. The total load is measured by the calculating total computational power used in the network cluster. The data drop and network load is comparatively higher in the normal network cluster, whereas in the cluster with the proposed solution has shown the significant improvement in the network performance.

5. Conclusion

The development of the secure code marking technique is the result of the analysis of the various DDoS attacks in the recent years. There are many existing traceback techniques to mitigate DoS and DDoS attacks. Almost all was to study & analyze the existing DoS or DDoS mitigation and to design the fool proof solution to mitigate DDoS attacks on WSNs. The effectiveness of any DDoS attack mitigation technique depends basically on the computational overhead, network convergence and the effectiveness of the technique to detect the DDoS attacks. However, the source node traceback using secure code marking or any other technique is the first step in identifying the attacker node correctly. The proposed hybrid DDoS attack mitigation technique is capable of tracing the selective jamming DDoS attack or any other form of DDoS attacks. Because the node is capable of tracing every single packet, it enhances the effectiveness of the DDoS mitigation technique. In this research, the gap of the WSN DDoS attack mitigation has been filled using the effective and strong secure code marking based DDoS mitigation technique which makes all WSN nodes individually capable of mitigating DDoS attack on their own.
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